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POST-COVID ERA

POST-COVID ERA

IN THE POST-COVID ERA, HOW
WILL WORK STYLE BE CHANGED?
New functional areas are constantly developed in modern workspace to meet the various
needs. For instance, the small conference room where you can communicate in a closed
environment, the tea room where you can have relaxing conversations, the leisure area
where you can go when lacking inspirations, and the training space where teams can
transmit information. However, all these public places that create high value through close
communication have now become somewhat sensitive in the post-COVID world.
Under the impact of COVID-19, new thinking is stimulated in office design. As enterprises
begin to pay attention to workplaces planning, office is no longer just somewhere for
put employees together, but where they can enjoy comfort and efficiency physically,
psychologically and socially. And the employees, on their part, will unconsciously bring their
at-home living habits into office. In this case, we have anticipated the following three trends
of high integration and overlap of work and life.
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Revert of the Partition Culture
In order to recreate the partitioned effect of working from home,
the partition culture will be brought to the office. Partitions such
as table screens can create more possibility for office design
nowadays, making the entire space full of variety and interest.
The high back sofa, while filling the working environment
with the texture and touching of cloth, enables employees to
customize their own work mode in the open office environment.

The Impact of Mobile Work Style
The traditional office mode of fixed work timing and location
is under impact. Mobile office, therefore, is jumping out of
the way of traditional fixed workstation, to make the space
diversified and flexible so as to liberate the employees from
space and time. At present, when the organizational structure
and work function of an enterprise are highly differentiated,
workplace with fixed workstations ceases to meet the office
needs of the employees of contemporary enterprises. So how
shall enterprises cope with the current situation and create a
new healthy office pattern?

Closed Cubicle

A relatively closed personal space can avoid the interference
of communication with others, in order to keep concentration.
Today, under the impact of the COVOD-19, the closed space of
an office will no longer exists as a meeting room but replaced
by integral but tiny space for individual temporary use.
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grado chose to resort the design philosophy back to the
workstation. The modularization of mobile office furniture
means that there can be multiple workstation components
as employees can customize their own work area and
reduce the possibility of virus transmission by rotation of
orientation, addition and deletion of components, flexible
movement and elevation of desktop.

In ensuring communication efficiency, the flexibility of
office furniture plays a key role. All products are no longer
merely the fixed item of space, but an indispensable part
in building a flexible temporary space with the users
through according to the scale of the team. They can, in
accordance with the change of the collaborative objects,
be continuously separated and reorganized in the open
space with the users.

The Walker Screen placed between the mobile desks, while
breaking the inherit pattern of space through separation,
can also achieve the communication and integration of
spaces to enhance the artistic features of the office space.

When a great idea suddenly comes into mind, you can
just start writing on the board and create an impromptu
meeting area where people can start a brainstorming sitting
on Cube Poufs.
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POST-COVID ERA

Under the impact of the COVID-19 epidemic, people have experienced working from home.

Considering various kinds of spaces in your office,
grado proposed as below.

LEISURE AREA

However, when the epidemic is controlled, most people will still choose to work in the office.
According to Gensler’s survey on American’s working from home in 2020, only 12% of
interviewees declared their willingness of working full-time from home, while 55% argued
that it was rather difficult to cooperate with others at home.Two reasons are accounting
for the situation: first, compared with staying at home, office is for sure not a safer place
to avoid infection, but it does offer a more controlled working environment. Second, when

POST-COVID ERA

AFTER THE COVID-19 EPIDEMIC,
EMPLOYEES WILL EVENTUALLY
RETURN TO THE OFFICE.

COLLABORATION AREA
PAST

PAST

The leisure area was built for
employees to take a rest and
communicate with each other so as to
pull them together and achieve higher
cooperation results.

Employees usually sat close in
collaborative work to enhance
interaction.

PRESENT

PRESENT

Employees need to keep physical
distance to avoid infection, therefore,
it is a better choice that each of them
rests in different furniture.

While reducing population density
in the space, sitting diagonally can
increase the space capacity as much
as possible.

people work from home alone, they tend to feel isolated and lack favourable feelings for
themselves with no one around.
Swell Sofa

Cloud Sofa

Grado holds that the following key
words will be the major concerns
when people are back to the office.

TRAINING AREA
PAST

PAST

Open office space encouraged people
to sit close to improve communication
efficiency.

Brainstorming was confined to a fixed
area with a white board against the
wall for writing.

PRESENT

PRESENT

With flexible workstation, employees
can take part in or separate from the
collaborative work rapidly bringing
their personal belongings.

Free from the constraints of building
walls and partitions, flexible display
tools enable people to create space
and control social distance based on
their needs.

HEALTH
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WORKING AREA

Bridge Bar Table

gradodesign.com

Health will be the most basic requirement that an
employee is willing to offer his or her value.

Pipe Table

Walker Series

COLLABORATION
The office can provide all the material and nonmaterial resources for collaborative work.

FOCUS AREA

OPEN NEGOTIATION AREA

PRIVACY

PAST

PAST

The office can guarantee employees’privacy as
much as they have at home.

To ensure the privacy of the
conversation, enterprises would usually
leave room for a small conference
room in planning.

Small negotiation often took place in
an open environment, which created a
small community through partition.

PRESENT

PRESENT

Small conference room will evolve into
single pads to keep employees focused.

Partition will be a haven for
psychological comfort and privacy.

How office will be changed?
PARTITION
The office shall reduce the risk of infection
among employees and provide psychological
support for them.
LOW DENSITY
The office shall ensure employees conduct
collaborative work at a distance of 2 meters.
FLEXIBILITY

Queen Chair

Walker Series

The office shall provide flexible space and office
components for employees.
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Bring Home to Office

Bring Home to Office

BRING HOME
TO OFFICE

People-oriented space design

Bring Home to Office, as a space office concept of Office Republic, boasts the core idea of
people-oriented and aims at facilitating the success of an enterprise through empowering the
office space.

Based on the core idea of people-oriented, Bring
Home to Office helps employees finish their work
comfortably, efficiently and smoothly, for which we
have included more considerations when thinking
about the office environment, furniture collocation
and display mode as well as how to empowering
employees through empowering employees.

As the new blood in work market, Millennials have become the main force in the office.
Today, the productivity of enterprises is developing to be more intelligent, so much as

Office 工作区 /Home 休闲区

creativity and design begin to serve as the key points in marketing growth. While the era
endows employees with higher intelligence value, a favorable office space helps bring the
value into full play. We will build a creative office space to stimulate the infinite potential of
employees, an efficient office space to promote employees to finish their work quickly, and a
healthy and comfortable office space to maintain the long-term company of employees and
enterprises. We believe that your investment in the office space will pay off greatly. Bring

快速放松自己

Home to Office, a concept proposed by grado to empower the office space, makes the best

随时发生的沟通

Employees and Enterprises
SPACE SHOWS RESPECT FOR PEOPLE
Human is the decisive factor, so their value shall be
recognized. A humanized office space can show
the enterprise’s respect for employees, which in turn
can generate in employees a genuine sense of pride
and pleasure for the work.
People-oriented office experience
Care everyone needs
Distinct Needs brought by personality and different jobs
FROM EMPOWERING SPACE TO
EMPOWERING EMPLOYEES
Bring Home to Office humanizes the office space, helping
employees better finish their work and driving enterprises to
succeed.
Good performance
Increased communication opportunities
Improved engagement
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choice to boost the enterprise’s success.

Diversified needs
With today’s job type growing much more
diversified than ever before, the traditional threepiece mode of “workstation+ meeting room+
director’s office” cannot meet the current needs of
business development. Jobs, concerning technology,
design, sales, management and other areas, usually
have totally different office space needs. Therefore,
in the concept of Bring Home to Office, we
proposed the new mode of “modular innovation”,
which means to meet the diversified needs by
building a variety of spaces.

Empowering Office Space
OFFICE SPACE SERVES AS ONE OF
THE SUPPORTS TO ACHIEVE YOUR STRATEGIC GOALS.
Each enterprise or organization owns its distinctive
corporate culture that is determined by its longterm strategy. By creating an overall office space
atmosphere, Bring Home to Office helps enterprises
carry out their corporate culture and ultimately
boosts the realization of their lofty strategic goals.
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Performance

Per-putput

+200%

+52%

Sales

Profitability

+20%

+21%
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DYNAMIC OFFICE

DYNAMIC OFFICE

DYNAMIC OFFICE
Dynamic office is an office system that supports people to work more flexibly. Grado holds
that enterprises shall understand that building temporary spaces with products can generate
in employees stronger ties with the company and higher creativity when they are switching
between individual and team work, which will in turn be transformed into production
capacity and further boost the success of the enterprise.

Pipe Table
Desks with omni-directional wheels enable
employees at a distance to sit face to
face or side by side with their personal
production tools, which will largely
improve communication efficiency. When
collaboration ends, they can separate and
return to independent work or join in a
new team.
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HOW PEOPLE USED TO COLLABORATE

Teamwork has been an indispensable part when
we looking back on our daily work. Being in
a team, employees can bring their individual
ability into full play and make concerted efforts
to solve the complex problems effectively. In the
face of various tasks, all-round collaboration
requires employees to constantly change their
state and mindset and flexibly involve themselves
in multiple working modes and teams.
Although people are free to move within the
office space, they are, for the constraint of
various building space divisions, unable to make
efficient use of the office resources provided by
the enterprise when shifting among teams and
spaces, such as monitors, demonstration boards,
laptops and water cups, unless each of them
carries a luggage case in the company.

HOW PEOPLE COLLABORATE NOW
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Compared with creating specific office space
and products based on the analyses of job
function and space needs, grado focuses
more on how to help employees get rid of
the limitations of space and equipment and
reduce the “communication cost” in the office
to maximize work efficiency in continuous role
and work change, which is exactly the basis that
grado’s dynamic office is born.

Walker Series
employees can put one or more screens
with wheels together to demonstrate a
scheme or check the progress of a project.
While the screen helps build temporary
space, parts such as monitor, whiteboard
and shelf diversify the space combination
of the temporary space where employees
can complete a variety of collaborative
work including project demonstration,
training, meeting, brainstorming or even
leaving messages.
With mobile furniture and accessories,
employees are free to assemble or
separate bringing required equipment
for collaboration and create their special
temporary space where open spaces will
be made full use of and capabilities of
employees effectively drawn upon. All
of these, however, cost much less than
building a conventional office space.
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CLOUD SOFA
Everyone had ever stared up at the clouds in the sky in childhood, being fascinated by the
various interesting shapes of clouds and imaging the wonderful sensation lying on the soft
clouds. We were so naive at that time and flying in the sky was even accessible in our mind.
After their growing up, one of them who designed grado cloud sofa made her childhood
dream come true.Even if it can’t take you to roam in the sky, it can accompany you anytime
at your home. No matter how you change your position on it, the cloud will offer you the

The story of the cloud began in 2014. In the eyes
of Wendy Liu, a grado designer, in addition to the
lightness of floating, cloud features a soft organic
form. Just like what people want for a sofa: instead
of keening on a stiffly square position, people tend
to pursue flexible sitting positions on the sofa so that
they can determine the most ideal and comfortable
one at the time, be it reclining, lying prostrate, lying
down or half-lying. So, is it viable that we design a
cloud-like sofa which can meet people’s needs for all
sitting positions?Such a seemingly unrealistic idea,
actually, requires incessant meticulous consideration
since the different part of human body needs distinct
supporting strength in the contact of the sofa, which
means detailed and thorough deliberation has to be
made behind its soft appearance.
Finally, the first version of Cloud Sofa was born in
2014 as a graduation project with all anticipated
sitting positions blended into the design which
boasted smooth lines. The design of Cloud Sofa won
the unanimous praise of the judges and teachers who
showed intensive interest in and amazement at the
soft yet thoughtful cloud which seemed to understand
every possibility that you want to interact with it, and
responded to you with support actively.

Re-born of the cloud
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most comfortable sitting experience.

The story of the cloud

However, the story of the cloud continues. Work
and life experience in furniture design for six years
triggered in the designer new inspirations for
Cloud Sofa: how to enable more people to feel the
temperature of Cloud Sofa to them? For the Cloud
Sofa to be market-oriented, grado needs to rethink all
related issues: how to successfully transform a work
into a product? how to optimize the structure, and
improve the quality to achieve mass production?After
six years’ deliberation and constant exploration,
the designer upgraded the shape and structure of
Cloud Sofa in 2020 again, aiming at creating the
space aesthetics that grado has been advocating.
The designer hopes the new version can be perfectly
integrated into the space and able to realize people’s
fantasies about clouds, and be acceptable to the
public in terms of price as well.

Spatial adaptability
The unique shape of Cloud Sofa, used in any space,
is definitely a bright spot that cannot be ignored. Yet
its soft and perceptual curve, natural and poetic form,
on the other hand, will help avoid incompatibility,
allowing it to blend in perfectly with the overall home
ambience.Cloud Sofa is also suitable for some leisure
places in the office space such as the lobby and the
rest area which are ideal spaces for communication,
relaxation and inspiration, revealing the willingness
of the enterprise to embrace innovation.
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SWELL SOFA
“It’s usually not easy to find somewhere that you can conduct “Ge You Slouch” (sinking into
a sofa lazily and mindlessly) in the space, yet Swell Sofa, with a plump shape, will easily
attract your attention.”

Chinese currency
“Kaiyuan Tongbao”

Swell Sofa is named after the ancient Chinese
currency “Kaiyuan Tongbao” not only for its shape
resembling Yuanbao (shoe-shaped gold ingot), but
also for its message of wealth and fortune. The
representative plump outline of Swell Sofa, further
improved after referring to “Kaiyuan Tongbao”, has
made all its products of various sizes and variants
take on the image of yuanbao.
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Integrating art and function

Integrating art and function into it, Swell Sofa
has opened up a new perspective to the design
of products of Chinese charm. While its round
and smooth shape can effectively help employees
ease their stress, the clean and elegant seat with
appropriate depth will provide soft cushion for users.
Besides, thanks to the filling of highly-resilient sponge
in the temporal part and the plump curves of the back
and the armrest, such comfortable sitting experience
is ever enhanced.

Space Friendly

The plump outline of Swell Sofa can counteract the
rigid visual effect caused by the straight lines and
sharp angles in the office, thus making the whole
environment more friendly. Swell Sofa is suitable for
living room, bedroom, leisure area in the office as
well as hotel lobby and other spaces.
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SWELL SOFA
design by grado R&D
Swell Sofa is named after "Kaiyuan Tongbao", a
round-shaped currency used in ancient Tang Dynasty.
It is named so not only for its full and swell design
which resembles Yuanbao (shoe-shaped gold ingot),
a typical image of China, but also for the fine wishes
of good luck and development the image carries.
SWELL SOFA/SINGLE SEAT

420

420

770

1010

SWELL SOFA/DOUBLE SEAT

770

CLOUD SOFA
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900
90
0

1800

900
90
0

design by Wendy Liu
Home projects the true character of its owner. However one looks
like outside, he expects himself to be surrounded by the realest and
most comfortable environment when he comes back home. Just
like everyone has his or her own personality, home space also has
its characteristics in line with its owner. The unique shape of Cloud
Sofa, though used in any space, is a bright spot that should not be
ignored, yet its soft and perceptual curve and natural and poetic
form, on the other hand, help avoid incompatibility, allowing it to
perfectly blend itself into the overall home environment.

395
395

820
820

SWELL SOFA/CHAISE LOUNGE

1080

2100
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900
90
0

1320

770

420

2080

SWELL SOFA/ 3 SEATS

3070
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CLOUD SOFA

GEOMETRY POUF
design by grado R&D
In response to the need of a flexible capacity of
office based on today’s flexible and diversified
work style, Geometry Pouf is born. Geometry Pouf
fits a variety of office and commercial spaces,
with its diversified colors and sizes enriching and
enlivening the entire space.

The Block sofa inspired bricks.The straightforward and
simple shape soft bag, and the delicate texture , which
emphasizes its unique elegance. Through continuous
refinement and adjustment of the shape, we will give full
play to the geometric aesthetics, making it perfect for
various business spaces.

ROUND POUF / S

BLOCK SOFA/DOUBLE SEATS

ROUND POUF / M

R30

BLOCK SOFA/3 SEATS

110

580

110

530

1101

1280

10

530
53
0

110

110

530

425

624

426

426

740
74
0

426

1920

740

740

800

800

800
80
0

1500

2140

800

ROUND POUF / L

BLOCK SOFA PLUS/DOUBLE SEATS

BLOCK SOFA PLUS/3 SEATS

150

580

150

530

150

1280

150

530

150

1920

150

426

426

426

1580

800

430

425

740

740

740
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800

R30

530

800

880

SQUARE POUF

R30
320

BLOCK SOFA PLUS/SINGLE SEAT

R30
398

430

BLOCK SOFA/SINGLE SEAT
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design by Wendy Liu

2220

800
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QUEEN CHAIR SERIES

design by Vic Yang

design by Vic Yang

The inspiration of the Mou chair comes from the
act of hugging. The backrest is slightly raised, and
the curve fitting the back gives the back a proper
surrounding feeling. It is cleverly integrated into the
ergonomics, and after many design discussions and
practical operations, the comfortable use experience
is achieved. A comfortable and storytelling Mo chair
is presented in the user's vision.

Inspired by the dress of the Royal Queen of the Tang
Dynasty, Queen Chair takes on the folding design
of the collar and connect it to the edge of the rubber
shell backrest, which not only fits the curve of the
back to create a proper surrounding feeling, but also
ingeniously integrates the ergonomics to achieve ideal
user’s experience through constant discussions and
experiments. It is then that Queen Chair, comfortable
and sophisticated, is born.
QUEEN CHAIR / BASIC

QUEEN CHAIR / WOODEN
BASE

440

440

778

778

616

NEW ARRIVALS

MOU CHAIR

506

624

506

425

EVERY CHAIR / ALUMINUM
5 WAYS WITH ARM

EVERY CHAIR /ALUMINUM
4 WAYS BASE

EVERY CHAIR / ALUMINUM
4 WAYS

430

750

617

525

440

440

440

623

778

628

25

778

536

778

535

617

525
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EVERY CHAIR SERIES

design by Wendy Liu & Mia Wei

design by Micky Wang & Alex Chai
IMicky and Alex designed the Every Chair for the
purpose of paying their respects. Every Chair---a
chair combines a strong sense of history with modern
elements, is just popular.

Inspiration is like a light, living in the world of ideas.
Countless people explore its track, and record the
thoughts in their mind with spiritual sketch lines at
a glance or a flash of inspiration. This inspires the
designer. The sketch lines are the most familiar to the
designer, but they are also the most easily forgotten.
They hope to be able to record the process of each
designer's search for light, so they have created the
hand-painted chair 2.0 series on the basis of 1.0.
EVERY CHAIR /ALUMINUM 4 WAYS
WHEEL WITH ARM

SKETCH LOUNGE CHAIR

EVERY CHAIR /ALUMINUM 4 WAYS
BASE WITHOUT ARM

410

434

448

550

375

540

SKETCH CHAIR/ WITHOUT ARM

788

SKETCH CHAIR/ WITH ARM

616

410

802

720

755

530

480

EVERY CHAIR /ALUMINUM 4 WAYS
BASE WITH ARM

438

450

440

670

450

575

802

573

410

792

825

825
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575

515

EVERY CHAIR /ALUMINUM 4 WAYS
WHEEL WITHOUT ARM

410

626

NEW ARRIVALS

SKETCH CHAIR 2.0 SERIES

540

515

530

532
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design by grado R&D

design by Cam Wang

It is difficult for people to disguise their preference
for natural materials such as stone and wood. No
matter how advanced modern materials science is,
these natural materials can always occupy a place
in human life. This preference is the design origin of
the Pebble series.

The Bridge Bar Table is inspired by bridges, and we
hope that guides users to communicate. At the same
time, it is like a telescopic block by stretching the
length, it create more usage scenarios, and provide
a wealth of possibilities for the office space.

鹅卵石茶几 / 方款
PEBBLE COFFEE TABLE/ SQUARE

鹅卵石茶几 / 长款
PEBBLE COFFEE TABLE / LONG

800

540

800

1060

960
W1600 D400 H960
W1600 D600 H960
W2000 D400 H960
W2000 D600 H960
W2400 D400 H960
W2400 D600 H960

鹅卵石茶几 / 圆款
PEBBLE COFFEE TABLE/ ROUND
800

305

W1600 D400 H1060
W1600 D600 H1060
W2000 D400 H1060
W2000 D600 H1060
W2400 D400 H1060
W2400 D600 H1060

305

305

BRIDGE BAR TABLE / H960

1400

700

BRIDGE BAR TABLE / H1060

NEW ARRIVALS

PEPPLE COFFEE TABLE

BAR TABLE SERIES
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design by grado R&D

communication and collaboration are indispensable.
Communication between colleagues is extremely
frequent. They bring notebook, digital device, and
cup for team communication and cross- departmental
collaboration. In order to make the meeting more
flexible and convenient, we designed the Pipe table.

The inspiration for pedestrian screens comes from boxes and cubes.
People are always curious about the things in the box. Just like the NeXT
computer developed by Jobs, he put all the surprises in this box . The
simple outer frame makes more possibilities for the combination of functions.
The modules of the whiteboard, TV stand and rack make the product's
functional form more abundant. With the good space adaptability, it can
be used with a variety of office spaces. The mobility of the pedestrian
screen makes it more flexible in the combination of the space. It is not only
a partition to divide the space, but also a "walking meeting room". The
seat function added at the bottom is matched with the whiteboard and TV
form a simple brainstorm space to allow inspired anytime, anywhere.

PIPE TABLE

PIP-TB-01

PIP-TB-01W

W900 D900 H750
W1200 D450 H750
W1200 D600 H750
W1200 D1200 H750
W1800 D900 H750

W900 D900 H750
W1200 D450 H750
W1200 D600 H750
W1200 D1200 H750
W1800 D900 H750

1630

1200

600

1843

1630

500

1050

500

215
215

125
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600
500

950

1200

1843

PIPE BAR TABLE/H1050

PIPE BAR TABLE/H950

1630

1843
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WALKER SCREEN

design by Fiona Feng
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PIPE TABLE SERIES
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MODO DESK DIVIDER
design by grado R&D

design by grado R&D

The Modo Desk Divider was inspired by
the office method in the epidemic. We
are exploring the middle ground of the
open and private working method.

Deriving from Dada Sofa, Dada Cube Sofa is
specially designed for reception space and public
waiting area of enterprises. Dada Cube Sofa adopts
in it a thick seat featuring grand design to bring
users comfortable sitting experience, in addition to
the use of leather surface which largely enhances its
business style.
Straight lines are preferred in Dada Cube Sofa to
create a strong and solid exterior, for which it is
suitable for formal reception occasions. The design
of its feet, inspired by the high heel of high-heeled
shoes, is also a symbol of confident and tough work
style.

DADA CUBE SOFA / SINGLE SEAT
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DADA CUBE SOFA

MODO DESK DIVIDER

DADA CUBE SOFA / DOUBLE SEATS

1100

200

200

500

775

240

530

775

240

530

910

725

1810

725

520
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